Changelog
Build 7702 fixed some version string errors
minor bug fixes.
Build 7701  Release,  code improvements,  bug fixes,  new media codes.
Builds to 7700 internet testing
Build 7607
Improved the font on media info to put it back to how it is supposed to look.
Build 7606
Forced the font on media info to stop Windows messing with it.
Updated copyright strings to 2017
Build 7605
minor bug fixes
Build 7604
Improvements for visual studio 2015 compilation.  Allowed direct purchase using PayPal from activation window. Minor graphic corrections.
Build 7603
Bug fix when windows removes the notification icon it does not refresh 
which causes orphaned icons to remain behind until the mouse hovers over them,  this build works around the issue and forces a refresh to remove the icon
Build 7600 - 7602
Speed test was broken on some Windows/hardware versions, this has now been corrected.  Other minor tweaks and bug fixes.
Build 7503
IBG Window compatibility issue with VS2015.
Build 7502
Updates, Bug Fixes, Digitally certification.
Build 7201 
Minor updates.
Build 7200 
Bug fixes and enhancements to code.
Build 7120 
Minor changes to BD ISO compare routine.
Minor bug fixes
Compiled under Visual Studio C++ 2013
Build 7119
Further fixes on the issue with Error check.
Build 7118
Fixed an issue with Error check, where one finish the program would not see it as stopped properly.
Build 7117
Improved activation information to understand how to fetch a key, especially for users who donΓÇÖt use a proper email client.  Fixed a path bug.  Minor fixes.
Build 7116
Bug Fixes.
Build 7115 Fixed an issue between various Liteon iHAS drives for PiPO scanning, some were unexpectedly responding to command tests.  Hopefully now all these model drives are now working correcly.  Please report if not.
Build 7114 Un-released.
Build 7113 Fixed a bug in the Write CPU% of IBG Graphs.
Build 7112  Bug fix for activation
Build 7111  Bug fixes and minor changes.  
MDisc DVD and BD media support added.
Build 7110  Bug fixes.  System Information now decodes Windows 8 Product Key activated in the current system.
Build 7109  Added Asus BW-12B1ST bluray burner for PIPO scanning with jitter.  NOTE: PIPO scanning is only for DVD media but works on this bluray burner.
Build 7108 Fixed a issue in Media Info on DVD+R missing info and doubling    manufacturer line.
Fixed an issue with some drives not starting in PIPO scanning mode.

Build 7106/7107 Bug fixes for some trial mode expiry issues

Build 7105
Added ΓÇ£SnapshotΓÇ¥ and ΓÇ£ClipboardΓÇ¥ buttons to the media info view from a user request.

Build 7104
Fixed issue when trying to start a PIPO scan without media
Fixed issue while PIPO scanning and inserting a disc in another drive

Build 7103
Added detection of LabelTag Vendor unique feature
Fixed some button alignments
Fixed a crash going from MD5 function to Speed

Build 7102
Added more Liteon drives to PIPO scanning
Fixed test for Liteon iHASxxx drives for jitter in PIPO Scanning
Added ΓÇ£Open LogΓÇ¥ button to main window to make it easier to access the log file to send it in due to windows keeping the temp folder in a hidden folder.
Added some new media codes for Bluray and DVD
Minor bug fixes

Build 7101
Fix registered users ability to enter activation details.

Build 7100
Change licensing from V6.0 to V7.0 upgrades
Minor changes to start up
Change MID codes

Changes prior to 7100 removed

